The investigation of the effects of counterions in protein dynamics simulations.
Molecular simulations able to exactly represent solvated charged proteins are helpful in understanding protein dynamics, structure and function. In the present study we have used two different starting structures of papain (a typical, stable, globular protein of intermediate net charge) and different modeling procedures to evaluate some effects of counterions in simulations. A number of configurations have been generated and relaxed for each system by various combinations of constrained simulated annealing and molecular dynamics procedures, using the AMBER force field. The analysis of trajectories shows that the simulations of solvated proteins are moderately sensitive to the presence of counterions. However, this sensitivity is highly dependent on the starting model and different procedures of equilibration used. The neutralized systems tend to evince smaller root mean square deviations regardless of the system investigated and the simulation procedure used. The results of parameterized fitting of the simulated structures to the crystallographic data, giving quantitative measure of the total charge influence on the stability of various elements of the secondary structure, revealed a clear scatter of different reactions of various systems' secondary structures to counterions addition: some systems apparently were stabilized when neutralized, while the others were not. Thus, one cannot unequivocally state, despite consideration of specific simulation conditions, whether protein secondary structures are more stable when they have neutralized charges. This suggests that caution should be taken when claiming the stabilizing effect of counterions in simulations other than those involving small, unstable polypeptides or highly charged proteins.